
 

The enchanting AVIZZO show in retro 
style is a combination of the best circus 
performances and demonstration of 
the human capabilities that amaze the 
imagination of the audience! 

AVIZZO is a cipher word, only circus 
artists performing in the old circus 
knew its true meaning. The show of 
the same name is also a cipher and a 
mystery, which the audience will be 
able to join! 

Children and parents will not be bored: 
enchanting calisthenics, conquering 
sincerity and unbelievable magic of the 
old circus will reign on the stage. 

Under the live musical accompaniment 
of the orchestra, the mustachioed 
ringmaster will lead the enchanted 
audience through the magical 
interweaving of human talent, 
sparkling humor and  
complex tricks.  

All circus performances have  
already conquered many world 
capitals! 

 



 

The gymnasts in the frame perform tricks  
without safety belts simultaneously  

in two planes.  

Only a few teams in the world work in this 
genre. These gymnasts are the artists of Cirque 

du Soleil and medal winners of international  
and Russian competitions. 

An artistic and original clown, jugglers from a 
circus dynasty, aerial acrobats with breathtaking 

tricks - all this you can see in AVIZZO show.  

Prize-winners of international circus art 
competitions and festivals take part in our show.  

Their skill will not leave you indifferent and will 
easily transfer to the world of a fairy tale not 

only a child, but also any adult. 

RomanovArena is creating theatrical  
shows which are based  

on multi-genre. 

 



 

The combination of circus and theatrical art, live 
vocals, contemporary ballet, original scenery, 

exclusive music make the projects unique.  

Our performances are a harmonious synthesis of 
all, at first glance, contradictory, creative 

spheres. 

Sometimes the familiar suddenly changes, the 
unshakable crumbles like a house of cards and 

the walls of our reality set in motion ...  

Then we understand that there is  
space beyond these walls.  

 



 

Mystical, mysterious, captivating ...  

Perhaps it is what we call a fairy tale! 

The founders of RomanovArena, Ekaterina and 
Maxim Romanov, invite you to enjoy their 

fabulous performances ... 
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SEE VIDEO PROMO 
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